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Boston
• Rural market town surrounded by rich farmland on the mouth
of the Wash in South East Lincolnshire.
• Population of 65,870 (mid 2013 figs) split roughly 50/50 between
the town and our 18 rural parishes.
• Tidal River Haven bisects the town before meeting sluice
controlled River Witham.
• Majority of homes and business premises along the Haven built
pre 1919 with many homes being privately rented.
• 2011 Census showed 15.9% of population to be Eastern
European born, most of whom live in privately rented
accommodation (in the area flooded)
• Small Borough Council employing 221 FTE staff.
• As a consequence of the 2013 floods, in Boston we
now have a new saying…………..

Remember, remember, the fifth
of December, when the Haven
burst its banks…….
December 5, 2013 saw the worst flooding along the
east coast of England since 1953 when 307 people
lost their lives. The combination of low pressure,
strong winds and a high tide resulted in water levels
some 70 centimetres higher than reached 60 years
earlier. Thankfully, investment in east coast sea
defences since 1953 acted well to protect the
people and infrastructure of the east coast
although Boston still got pretty wet………….

As a result of the tidal surge:
• River defences were damaged by the height of the water and
overtopping, a section of river wall collapsed near the Port of
Boston, the earth bank defences seaward of the town
breached in one location (washing away the road to the land
disposal site) and the sea defences north of Boston
experienced a number of breaches flooding several hundred
acres of agricultural land.
• 717 town centre homes had water enter the property; some
were relatively lucky in that only an inch or two of water got in,
others suffered internal flooding to depths of three to four feet.
• 115 business premises experienced water ingress
between the same depths.

The Lead Up.
• The EA Northern Area was first notified on Sunday 1st
December that a surge could pass down the North Sea
later in the week - there was low confidence on the size of
the surge, but partners were informed on the Monday
morning, 2nd December 2013.
• By Wednesday 4th December, confidence in the forecast
had increased and during the morning of Thursday 5th
December the EA issued Flood Warnings to advise people
that flooding was expected and to take action. This
escalated to the issuing of Severe Flood
Warnings warning that there was a danger to
life, later that afternoon.

Tide forecasting and Critical
Triggers
• The issuing of tidal Flood Warnings is
based on forecasts as opposed to
actual tide levels. Ensemble forecasts
provide an early indication, through
computer models, of the range of likely
water levels. It was not until the 4th
December that the ensemble spread
narrowed to provide reasonable
confidence of warning thresholds
being exceeded.

Getting very serious….
• The deterministic forecast comes into play at tide -36
hours and generally provides a more robust
assessment. This was also forecasting that we
would reach the Flood Warning threshold. Of
greatest significance in the forecasting timeline was
the rise in deterministic forecast between midnight
on Wednesday 4th (5.7m) and the 0500 forecast on
Thursday 5th (5.9m). The increase was significant
both in terms of actual rise in predicted levels but
also in terms of potential impact given its
critical proximity to the height of the defences at
6.0m.

Lincolnshire Timeline:
• 02/12/2013, 17:30 HRS – DCLG Red issue notification of
precautionary telecon with East Coast LRFs to be held at
13:00 HRS on 03/12/13.
• 03/12/13, 10:30 HRS – all Lincs LRF contacts notified of
DCLG precautionary telecon.
• 03/12/13, 14:00 HRS - precautionary Strategic Coordinating
Group (SCG) of core partners set up
• 04/12/13, 07:30 HRS – key LRF partners agree a number of
common objectives were agreed and a ‘working strategy’
established in line with national and local
coastal flood contingency planning
• 04/12/13, 14:00 HRS – Lincolnshire held its first full
precautionary SCG

Lincolnshire Timeline:
• 04/12/13 – 18:00 HRS - The precautionary SCG activated
multi-agency coordinated response structures with
continued contingency planning, escalation processes,
and arrangements to open the County Emergency Centre
(CEC) at 8am on the morning of December 5th with
appropriate command support functions commensurate
with the current threat. A police chair for the Tactical
Coordinating Group (TCG) was identified.
• Contingency planners were already tasked with identifying
vulnerable premises & assets, and ‘known’
vulnerable people based on the flood warning
zones in Boston identified by the EA, and in
case evacuation became a necessary option.

Lincolnshire Timeline:
• 05/12/13, 08:00 HRS - Full SCG meets, and receives the
updated briefing on threat from EA confirming Boston
remained the focus for the high tide periods. The SCG
authorised detailed evacuation planning to commence and
the creation of 3 multi-agency ‘surge task forces’ – one at
Boston, one at Louth and if achievable, one in reserve.
• 05/12/13 – 09:00 HRS - The first full meeting of the Tactical
Coordination Group (TCG) identified ‘forward’ bases of
operations for the multi-agency ‘surge task force’,
extended the command support functions to support
evacuation planning and any health/social impacts.
• 05/12/13, 13:30 HRS – evacuation of known
vulnerable people from areas likely to be
affected begins

Lincolnshire Timeline:
• 05/12/13, 15:10 HRS – Severe Flood Warning issued in
Boston, Bronze Team in Boston start to door knock
and advise people to leave or get to a place of safety.
• 05/12/13, 15:30 HRS - Large scale evacuation centres
set up at Prince William of Gloucester Barracks,
Grantham and PGL Activity Centre, Caythorpe.
Evacuation hub set up at Princess Royal Sports
Arena, Boston and evacuation begins.
• 05/12/13, 18:10 HRS – first flooding
reported via 999 in Boston……………….

Our Recovery Journey.
• Formal hand over from Response to Recovery took
place at lunchtime on Saturday 7 December 2013.
• Initial recovery operations:
• Making sure residents were safe, supporting
vulnerable individuals and families, helping those
displaced and completing Community Impact
Questionnaires to help scope the extent of recovery;
• Assessing the damage to assets and prioritising
repair;
• Cleaning up the mess!

Our Recovery Journey.

Formal Structure.
• Handover from Response to Recovery took
place at noon on Saturday 7 December 2013.
First formal multi-agency Recovery
Coordination Group (RCG) meeting held
Monday 9 December 2013.
• Defined, agreed and set Terms of Reference for
the multi-agency RCG.
• Defined, agreed and set our Strategic
Recovery Objectives.
• Agreed relevant Recovery Cells.

Strategic Objectives.
1 Repair the flood defences and affected infrastructure.
2 Safe disposal of contaminated material from affected
properties.
3 Provide alternative accommodation where required.
4 Working with insurers and householders to assist
people to reoccupy homes.
5 Understanding the community and business sectors
needs through recovery in the immediate and longer
term.
6 Deliver health and social care support for those
affected by the event.
7 Ensure all properties are checked and verified for
occupants in the affected area
8 Maintain clear, consistent communications
to and from the affected community.

Recovery Cells.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Community Resilience Cell
Health and Social Care Cell
Waste and Environment Cell
Housing Cell
Finance Cell
Communications Cell

Boston Borough Council:
• Visited every flood affected home numerous times to
assess residents needs on a RAG scale and to offer
support, advice and assistance
• Visited every affected food premise the day after the night
before.
• Collected over 300 tonnes of waste from flooded homes
• Dealt with 114 households who approached us as being
homeless or otherwise needing housing advice
• Maintained clear communications with residents
and the media throughout.

Recovery Coordination Group formally
concluded 4 February 2014 when
‘Recovery’ moved back to a ‘business as
usual’ position……….but recovery remains
very much ongoing and the Council still
has a dedicated team in place processing
and delivering our remaining 532 Repair
and Renewal Grant applications and 52
Business Support applications.

Recovery Challenges and Issues
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Don’t underestimate the expectations of the public.
Social media was as powerful as the water itself; it can be a threat
as well as an opportunity.
Don’t underestimate the resource necessary to manage
convergent volunteers.
Do not assume people know who their utility providers are and
certainly do not assume people know who is responsible for what
– Provider – Supplier – Property Owner /Landlord – Occupier!
Many residents were uninsured and several of those who were
struggled with insurers – luckily we had a senior contact within
the ABI so who you know is important!
Despite the devastation experienced by so many households, staff
and volunteers can’t work 24 hours a day.
We didn’t/don’t have a great understanding who our
vulnerable residents were/are and finally
SOMETIMES THE MOST SIMPLE THINGS…………………

Recovery Lessons and
Observations – (mostly the Corporate Stuff)
•

•
•

•

Strong leadership, process and discipline are essential – set,
monitor, review and amend your objectives as required.
Recording all decisions and actions is essential – we are
both responsible and accountable.
Although Boston Borough Council was the ‘recovery lead’,
recovery was a true multi-agency partnership supported by
the whole community.
Because of the way we work in Lincolnshire within our LRF,
strategic advice, support and mutual aid at all
levels was there when we needed it and there was
total commitment to the recovery process from
everyone at a personal and not simply just
organisational level! .

Recovery Lessons and Observations
– the practical messages
•
•

•

•

Knowing and understanding your community makes your
starting position much easier
You need a simple Community Impact Questionnaire,
detailed street level maps and the capacity to gather and
record key data which you can turn into useful information
Have a plan in place to manage volunteers – who is it that
actually co-ordinates, tasks, insures? – working together
off the cuff has real challenges as well as benefits.
People donate rubbish – 80% of the electrical items
donated by the public were condemned and I had to pay
to dispose of them!

Recovery Lessons and Observations
– the practical messages
•

•

Help, advice and information is out there, know where it is
in advance and push it out to communities in an event (e.g.
Flood Recovery Guide produced by Mary Dhonau and
Know your Flood Risk, Cleaning Up After a Flood, Health
Protection Agency, Responding to Major Floods – What to
expect from your insurer, ABI)
Look after your staff and volunteers – good will is far more
important than the offer of overtime!

BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY

MANAGE ALL COMMUNICATIONS!
• Be proactive with communications and use all
channels - people expect the public sector to take
the lead!
• Be clear and consistent in what you say - short,
simple…..
• If anybody (resident, paper, the BBC whoever)
‘tweets’, ‘posts’, ‘prints’ or ‘publishes’ anything
that is inaccurate, counter it!
• Good communication = good community
leadership.

